Transport & Communication

10th Summer Academy on the History of the Jews in the Holy Roman Empire and its Successor States

Vienna, Eisenstadt, Fürth, Fulda, Wolfenbüttel, Jever & Leer

25 July – 10 August 2018

The Summer Academy on the history of the Jews in the Holy Roman Empire and its successor states was established in 2009 as spin-off product of the research-cluster “The Jewish Holy Roman Empire”. From its inception, the main objective of the summer academy has been to acquaint students and early career scholars with an intensive, critical, interdisciplinary, research-oriented and source-based training in the history of the Jews and their relations with the non-Jewish environment in Central Europe from the late 15th century to the present. The summer academy focuses on, but is not limited to the Jewish experience in the Holy Roman Empire. Every year the summer academy focuses on a different special subject. In 2018 the focus is on "Transport and Communication".

The Summer Academy comprises altogether five components, which consist of at least fourteen teaching units of 90 minutes each:

A) Background knowledge and discussion
B) In-depth teaching units concerning the respective special topic
C) Excursions
D) Paleography courses
E) and F) Historical Moot Courts (Ius Commune MC – The Imperial Aulic Council) and Historical Jewish Law Moot Court – The Rabbinic Tribunal of Prague)

Palaeography courses are offered in six different variants giving the participants the opportunity to acquire or enhance reading skills in original German, Hebrew, Yiddish, Judaeo-German and Judaeo-Spanish sources on different levels.
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1) Costs

Overall costs for participation include:

a) Participation fee, covering reading material, excursions and entrance fees
   - For the entire duration of the summer academy:
     € 340,00 for students & affiliates of cooperating universities and institutions/
     € 620,00 for external students and other applicants
   - Short-time participation:
     o € 200,00 / € 400,00 per week (up to nine nights/ten days)
     o € 60,00 / € 120,00 per day (with excursion)
     o € 30,00 / € 60,00 per day (without excursion)

b) Board and accommodation, covering all lunch and coffee breaks and approximately
   three quarters of the evening meals as well as accommodation in double rooms
   - € 940,00 for the duration of the complete summer academy (17 days/16 nights)
   - € 620,00 for Fürth, Fulda, Hamburg and East-Frisia (11 days, 10 nights)
   - € 220,00 for Fürth (four days, three nights)
   - € 350,00 for Regensburg, Fürth & Fulda, 31 July – 5 August, 6 days, five nights
   - € 620,00 for Eisenstadt, Vienna and East-Frisia, 25 July – 31 July & (11 days, 10 nights)

c) Travel expenses
   - Participants need to take care of their own travel arrangements to and from the summer academy and cover the corresponding costs themselves (all costs for travel during the summer academy are covered by the participation fee)

2) Application

Applications are to be directed to Kerstin Mayerhofer, M.A. at kerstin.mayerhofer@univie.ac.at by 12 July 2018.

3) Scholarships

Scholarships provided by the Gerda Henkel Foundation and other sources worth € 940,00 (full scholarship) / € 500,00 (partial scholarship) are available to a restricted number of applicants. Applications for scholarships must be submitted together with the applications by 12 July 2018.

4) Cooperations

Cooperating Universities and Research Institutes include:

- Friedrich-Alexander-University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Department of History, Department of German Studies
- Institute for the History of the Jews Hamburg
- Leopold-Franzens-University of Innsbruck, Department of History
- Justus-Liebig-University of Gießen, Department of History, Law Faculty
- Tel Aviv University, The Buchmann Faculty of Law
- University of Vienna, Department of Legal and Constitutional History; Historical Institute
Cooperations 2018:


Faculty

Permanent Faculty

Court Councillor Prof. Dr. Leopold Auer, Austrian State Archive/University of Vienna
Prof. Dr Friedrich Battenberg, Technical University of Darmstadt
Prof. Dr Horst Carl, Justus-Liebig-University Gießen
Prof. Dr Stefan Ehrenpreis, University of Innsbruck
Prof. Dr Edward Fram, Ben-Gurion-University of the Negev/University of Vienna
Prof. Dr Andreas Gotzmann, University of Erfurt
Dr André Griemert, Hanau
Prof. Dr Karl Härter, Technical University of Darmstadt/Max-Planck-Institute for European Legal History
Ulrich Hausmann, M.A., Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nuremberg/University of Vienna
Dr Dieter Hecht, Austrian Academy of Sciences, IKT, University of Vienna
Dr Louise Hecht, University of Potsdam/University of Vienna
Dr Michael Korey, State Art Collection Dresden
Mag. Kerstin Mayerhofer, MA, University of Vienna
Dr Frank Neschmann, Speyer
Prof. Dr Stefan Newerkl, University of Vienna
Prof. em. Dr Peter Pulzer, University of Oxford
Prof. Dr Georg Seiderer, Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nuremberg
Dr Michael Silber, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Prof. Dr Thomas Simon, University of Vienna, Faculty of Law
Dr Stephan Wendehorst, Justus-Liebig-University Gießen/University of Vienna
Mordechai Zucker, Jerusalem

Faculty 2018

Dr Volker Bauer, Herzog-August-Library Wolfenbüttel
Prof. Dr Wolfgang Behringer, University of the Saarland, Saarbrücken, tbc
Prof. Dr Hanina Ben-Menachem, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Prof. Dr Jay Berkowitz, Amherst, Massachussets
Monika Berthold-Hilpert, Jewish Museum of Franconia
Rahel Blum, M.A. Goethe-University Frankfurt
Susanne Bracht, Leer
Dr Daniel Burger, Bavarian State Archive Nuremberg
Dr Jonathan Bush, Columbia Law School, New York
Prof. Dr Sergey Dolgopoliski, State University of New York at Buffalo
Prof. Dr Arye Edrei, University of Tel Aviv
Daniela Eisenstein, M.A, Director of the Jewish Museum Franconia, Fürth
Ministerial Councillor Doris Ernstberger, Vienna
Prof. Dr Fleischmann, Bavarian State Archive Nuremberg
ADir.in Irene Förster, Supreme Administrative Court (Verwaltungsgerichtshof), Vienna
Prof. Dr Richard Gamauf, University of Vienna, Faculty of Law
Isabel Gathof, Hanau
Nechama Hadari, Hebden Bridge/Jewish Law Association
Dr Thomas Heiler, Municipal Archive Fulda
Menna Hensmann, Leer
Kirsten Hoffmann, Deputy Director of the State Archive of Lower Saxony at Aurich
Stephan Horschitz, Jever
Nicola.Humphreys, Bavarian State Archive Nuremberg
Dr Reinhold Huppman, Chief of Protocol, Constitutional Court, Vienna
Dr Lisa Isola, University of Vienna, Faculty of Law
Prof. Dr Amos Israel-Vleeschhouwer, Jerusalem
Dr Mariusz Kalczewiak, University of Potsdam
Dr Markus Kirchhoff, Simon Dubnow Institute at Leipzig University
Dr Gabriele Kohlbauer-Fritz, Jewish Museum Vienna
Anke Kuczinski, Esens
Volker Landig, Jever
Prof. Dr Stephan Laux, University of Trier, tbc
Prof. Dr Rainer Liedtke, University of Regensburg
Dr Meise, Hanau
Angela Noe, Hanau
Dr Alice Noll, Hanau
Dr Moria Paz, Stanford University
Dr Reut Yael Paz, Justus-Liebig-University Gießen
Georg Murra-Regner, Dornum
Monika Rademacher, Hanau
Dr Johannes Reiss, Director of the Austrian Jewish Museum, Eisenstadt
Dr Peter Roland, Vienna
Dr Miriam Rürup, Institute for the History of the Jews Hamburg
Prof. Dr Christoph Safferling, LL.M. (LSE) Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg, tbc
Dr Astrid v. Schlachta, University of Regensburg
Dr Herbert Schott, Bavarian State Archive Nuremberg
Dr Mark Somos, Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and International Law, Heidelberg
Dr Rolf Uphoff, Municipal Archive Emden
Prof. Dr Miloš Vec, University of Vienna, Faculty of Law
Dr Klaas-Dieter Voß, Johannes a Lasco Library, Emden
Dr George Wilkes, University of Edinburgh/Jewish Law Association
Marlene Wüst, Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg
Dr Viviane Dittrich, International Nuremberg Principles Academy, tbc
**b) Programme (chronological)**

**Transport & Communication**

10th Summer Academy on the History of the Jews in the Holy Roman Empire and its Successor States

Vienna, Eisenstadt, Fürth, Fulda, Hamburg & East Frisia

25 July – 10 August 2018

**Wednesday, 25 July 2018**

**Vienna**

**Juridicum, Schottenbastei 10-16, 6th Floor, Sky Lounge**

12.30 – 1.15 p.m.  
Registration

1.30 – 2.00 p.m. (A aabacada I, B I, C I, D abcde I, E & F)  
**Welcome Address**  
Prof. Dr. Bettina Perthold, Vice-Dean for Teaching of the Faculty of Law

**Introduction**  
Stephan Wendehorst, Gießen/Vienna

2.00-3.00 p.m. (A ab II)  
**The Imperial Aulic Council**  
Leopold Auer, Vienna

**Verfassungsgerichtshof (Constitutional Court), Freyung 8**

3.15 - 5.15 p.m. (Verhandlungssaal) (A bb III, E)  
**Welcome Address by Dr Brigitte Bierlein, President of the Constitutional Court**

**Examples from the Research Project „Jewish Cases of the Imperial Aulic Council“ I**  
Stefan Ehrenpreis, Innsbruck, André Griemert, Hanau, Ulrich Hausmann, Erlangen/Vienna and Stephan Wendehorst, Gießen/Vienna

**Ius Commune Moot Court – The Imperial Aulic Council – Finals**  
Leopold Auer, Vienna, Richard Gamauf, Vienna, Lisa Isola, Vienna, Thomas Simon, Vienna, Stephan Wendehorst, Gießen/Vienna

5.15 - 6.00 p.m. (C II)  
**Tour of the Verfassungsgerichtshof (Constitutional Court)**  
Reinhild Huppmann, Vienna

**Juridicum, Schottenbastei 10-16, 6th Floor, Sky Lounge**

6.15 – 7.45 p.m. (Juridicum, Schottenbastei 10-16, Seminar Room 20) (D a II)  
**German Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**  
André Griemert, Hanau
German Palaeography, Advanced Level
Leopold Auer, Vienna

Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Beginners’ Level
Ulrich Hausmann, Erlangen/Vienna

Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Intermediary Level
Kerstin Mayerhofer, Vienna

Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Advanced Level
Edward Fram, Beer Sheva/Vienna

Transfer to Eisenstadt
→ 20.15 p.m. Dep. Vienna Central Station – 21.26 p.m. Arr. Eisenstadt
Thursday, 26 July 2018

Eisenstadt

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (D a III)
**German Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
André Griemert, Hanau

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (D b III)
**German Palaeography, Advanced Level**
Stefan Ehrenpreis, Innsbruck

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (Austrian Jewish Museum, Auditorium) (D c III)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
Ulrich Hausmann, Erlangen/Vienna

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (D d III)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Intermediary Level**
Kerstin Mayerhofer, Vienna

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (D e III)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Advanced Level**
Edward Fram, Beer Sheva/Vienna

Coffee

11.00 a.m. – 12.30 p.m. (Austrian Jewish Museum, Auditorium) (A cb IV)
**Court Factors and Peddlers: Jewish History as Demographic, Economic and Social History**
Edward Fram, Beer Sheva, Vienna

Lunch

2.00 – 3.30 p.m. (Austrian Jewish Museum, Auditorium) (A db V)
**Medien in der Frühen Neuzeit und ihre Erforschung**
Stefan Ehrenpreis, Innsbruck

3.30 – 5.00 p.m. (Austrian Jewish Museum, Auditorium) (C III)
**Wertheimer Haus, Private Synagogue & Old Jewish Cemetery**
Johannes Reiss, Eisenstadt

Coffee

**Old Burgenland Diet, Assembly Hall, Europaplatz 1, 7000 Eisenstadt**

5.30 – 7.00 p.m. (A dc VI)
**Welcome Address**
Günter Kovacs, Member of the Burgenland Diet and Deputy Mayor of the Free City of Eisenstadt

**Public Lecture: Multilingualism in the Habsburg Monarchy from the 18th Century**
Stefan Newerkla, Vienna

7.00-8.00 p.m.
**Tour of the Assembly Hall of the Burgenland Diet and Reception on Behalf of the Government of the Federal State Burgenland**
Friday, 27 July 2018

Eisenstadt

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (D a IV)
**German Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
André Griemert, Hanau

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (D b IV)
**German Palaeography, Advanced Level**
Stefan Ehrenpreis, Innsbruck

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (Austrian Jewish Museum, Auditorium) (D c IV)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
Ulrich Hausmann, Erlangen/Vienna

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (D d IV)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Intermediary Level**
Kerstin Mayerhofer, Vienna

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (D e IV)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Advanced Level**
Edward Fram, Beer Sheva/Vienna

Coffee

10.45 a.m. – 12.15 p.m (Jüngerer jüdischer Friedhof) (B II)
**Eisenstadt, the Wolf Family and the Wine Trade**
Johannes Reiss, Eisenstadt

12.15 – 1.15 p.m. (C IV)
**Esterházy Castle**

Lunch

2.00 - 3.30 p.m (Austrian Jewish Museum, Auditorium) (A bc VII)
**Legal Norms, Courts and Legal Procedure in the Early Modern Period**
Thomas Simon, Vienna

Transfer to Strasshof an der Nordbahn

**Eisenbahnmuseum Strasshof**

00.00 – 00.00 p.m. (C V)
**Tour of the Railway Museum Strasshof**
Sunday, 29 July 2018

Transfer to Vienna
→ dept. Eisenstadt 08:27 a.m. - 09:42 arr. Vienna Central Station

Vienna

10.15 – 11.30 a.m. (Institute for Legal and Constitutional History, Hanuschgasse 3/1/2, Library) (D a V)
**German Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
*André Griemert, Hanau*

9.30 – 11.00 a.m. (D b V)
**German Palaeography, Advanced Level**
*Stefan Ehrenpreis, Innsbruck*

9.30 – 11.00 a.m. (Institute for European Ethnology, Hanuschgasse 3/1/4, Seminar Room 2) (D c V)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
*Ulrich Hausmann, Erlangen/Vienna*

9.30 – 11.00 a.m. (D d V)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Intermediary Level**
*Kerstin Mayerhofer, Vienna*

9.30 – 11.00 a.m. (D e V)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Advanced Level**
*Edward Fram, Beer Sheva*

Lunch

2.00 – 3.30 p.m. (Institute for Legal and Constitutional History, Hanuschgasse 3/1/2, Library) (B III)
**Die österreichische Eisenbahn zwischen Privatwirtschaft und Öffentlichkeit (The Austrian Railways between Private Enterprise and Public Concern)**
*Thomas Simon, Vienna*

3.45 – 5.15 p.m. (Institute for European Ethnology, Hanuschgasse 3/1/2, Seminar Room 1) (A cc VIII)
**The Community, the Rabbinate and the Lay Leadership: Jewish History as Institutional History**
*Jay Berkowitz, Amherst*
Monday, 30 July 2018

Vienna

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (Juridicum) (D a VI)
**German Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
*André Griemert, Hanau*

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (Juridicum) (D b VI)
**German Palaeography, Advanced Level**
*Leopold Auer, Vienna*

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (Juridicum) (D c VI)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
*Ulrich Hausmann, Erlangen/Vienna*

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (Juridicum) (D d VI)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Intermediary Level**
*Kerstin Mayerhofer, Vienna*

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (Juridicum) (D e VI)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Advanced Level**
*Edward Fram, Beer Sheva*

Administrative Supreme Court, former Bohemian Court Chancery
(Verwaltungsgerichtshof, ehemalige Böhmische Hofkanzlei), 1010 Vienna, Judenplatz 11

1.30 – 2.30 p.m. (C VI)
**Tour of the Verwaltungsgerichtshof, ehemalige Böhmische Hofkanzlei (Supreme Administrative Court, former Bohemian Court Chancery)**
*Irene Förster, Vienna*

2.30 – 3.30 a.m. (A bd IX, E)
**Historical Jewish Law Moot Court: The Rabbinic Tribunal of Prague – Finals**
*Hanina Ben-Menachem, Jerusalem, Jay Berkowitz, Amherst, Arye Edrei, Tel Aviv, Edward Fram, Beer Sheva/Vienna, Stephan Wendehorst, Gießen/Vienna, Wolfgang Wieshaider, Vienna*

4.00 – 7.00 p.m. (C VII)
**Tour of the Jewish Museum Vienna**
*Gabriele Kohlbauer-Fritz, Vienna*

4.00 – 7.00 p.m. (C VII)
**Sites of the Shoah in Vienna**
*Dieter Hecht, Vienna*

7.00 – 8.30 p.m. (Institute for European Ethnology, Hanuschgasse 3/1/2, Seminar Room 1) (A be X)
**Public Lecture: On Maimonides’ Concept of Law**
*Hanina Ben-Menachem, Jerusalem*
Tuesday, 31 July 2018

Transfer to Regensburg
→ 06.50 a.m. dep. Vienna Central Station – 10.27 a.m. arr. Regensburg Central Station

8.30 a.m. – 10.00 (ICE 228) (D a VII)
**German Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
*André Griemert, Hanau*

8.30 a.m. – 10.00 (ICE 228) (D b VII)
**German Palaeography, Advanced Level**

8.30 a.m. – 10.00 (ICE 228) (D c VII)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
*Louise Hecht, Vienna*

8.30 a.m. – 10.00 (ICE 228) (D d VII)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Intermediary Level**
*Dieter Hecht, Vienna*

8.30 a.m. – 10.00 (ICE 228) (D e VII)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Advanced Level**
*Mordechai Zucker, Jerusalem*

10.45 – 12.15 p.m. (B IV)
**The Thurn & Taxis, the Pappenheim, the Imperial Diet and the Jews**
*Stephan Wendehorst, Gießen/Vienna*

Lunch

1.00 – 2.30 p.m. (B V)
**The Rothschilds: Business as Communication**
*Rainer Liedtke, Regensburg*

2.30 – 4.00 p.m. (C VIII)
**Tour of Regensburg (Imperial Diet, Thurn & Taxis, Synagogue/St Mary’s Church)**

Transfer to Fürth
→ 4.29 p.m. Dep. Regensburg Central Station – 5.46 p.m. Arr. Fürth Central Station
Welcome Addresses
Monika Berthold-Hilpert, Curator at the Jewish Museum of Franconia
Dr Viviane Dittrich, Deputy Director, International Nuremberg Principles Academy, tbc
Prof. Dr. Peter Fleischmann, Director of the Bavarian State Archive Nuremberg
Dr Andrea Kluxen, District of Middle Franconia
Dr Martin Schramm, Municipal Archive Fürth, tbc
Prof. Dr Georg Seiderer, Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg
Dr George Wilkes, Chairman of the European and Rest of Diaspora Committee of the Jewish Law Association

Jewish Law Association Panel I: Early Modern Questions
Chair: George Wilkes, Edinburgh

A Jewish Common Law for the World: John Selden’s Pursuit of International Law
Mark Somos, Heidelberg

Jews as Object and Subject of the Early Modern Law of Nations
Stephan Wendehorst, Gießen/Vienna
Wednesday, 1 August 2018

Fürth

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (Bavarian State Archive Nuremberg)
**German Palaeography, Beginners’ Level** (D a VIII)
Daniel Burger, Nicola Humphreys, Herbert Schott, Nuremberg

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (Bavarian State Archive Nuremberg) (D b VIII)
**German Palaeography, Advanced Level**
Daniel Burger, Nicola Humphreys, Herbert Schott, Nuremberg

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (Jewish Museum of Franconia, Seminar Room) (D c VIII)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
Louise Hecht, Vienna

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (Jewish Museum of Franconia, Library) (D d VIII)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Intermediary Level**
Dieter Hecht, Vienna

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (Jewish Museum of Franconia, Interactive Kitchen) (D e VIII)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Advanced Level**
Mordechai Zucker, Jerusalem

9.00 – 10.30 a.m.
**Jewish Law Association Panel II: The Jewish Nation, the State of Israel and the Development of Contemporary International Law**
*Chair: George Wilkes, Edinburgh*

**The Contributions of Jewish and Israeli Law and Norms to International Law**
Amos Israel-Vleeschhouwer, Jerusalem

**Leo Motzkin: The Architect of Zionist Gegenwartsarbeit in Interwar Europe**
Frank Nesemann, Speyer

**The Defenders of the Nation? Jewish Lawyers and Anti-Semitism in Poland ca. 1900-1939**
Mariusz Kalczewiak, Potsdam

Coffee

11.00 – 12.30 a.m. (Jewish Museum of Franconia, Seminar Room)
**Jewish Law Association Panel III: General Questions**
*Chair: Nechama Hadari, Hebden Bridge*

**After Ius Gentium: Changing Conceptual Frameworks, Multiple Terms, and Disputed Sources of the European Law of Nations in the 19th Century**
Miloš Vec, Vienna

**On the Teaching of Jewish Approaches to International Legal Conventions and Institutions**
George Wilkes, Edinburgh

**Theo-Earth and Geo-Midrash: A Jew, A Goy, and the Earth as a Task of International Law**
Sergey Dolgopolksi, Buffalo, NY

Lunch
2.00 - 3.30 p.m. (Jewish Museum of Franconia, Seminar Room) (C IX)
The Jewish Museum of Franconia
Daniela Eisenstadt, Fürth

4.00 – 6.00 p.m. (C X)
Memorium Nuremberg Trials, Schwurgerichtssaal 600 (Court Room 600)
Marlene Wüst, Erlangen
Thursday, 2 August 2018

Fürth

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (Bavarian State Archive Nuremberg) (D a IX)
**German Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
Daniel.Burger, Nicola.Humphreys, Herbert.Schott, Nuremberg

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (Bavarian State Archive Nuremberg) (D b IX)
**German Palaeography, Advanced Level**
Daniel.Burger, Nicola.Humphreys, Herbert.Schott, Nuremberg

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (Jewish Museum of Franconia, Seminar Room) (D c IX)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
Louise Hecht, Vienna

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (Jewish Museum of Franconia, Library) (D d IX)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Intermediary Level**
Dieter Hecht, Jerusalem

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (Jewish Museum of Franconia, Interactive Kitchen) (D d IX)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Advanced Level**
Mordechai Zucker, Jerusalem

8.30 – 11.00 a.m.
**Jewish Law Association – Young Researchers’ Atelier: Presentations & Posters**
Chair: Nechama Hadari, Hebden Bridge

Triest as Habsburg Legal Laboratory
Markus Gielge, Vienna

18th Century Vienna Sephardi Jews: A Protected Community of the Ottoman Empire?
Sebastian Dallinger, Vienna

The Restitution of Greek-Jewish Property and the „Laws of Return” for Greek Jews after World War II
Antigoni Tsiakka, Vienna

The Legal and Administrative Framework of the Kontigentsflüchtlinge (Migration of Jews from the Former Soviet Union)
Schmidtmayer, Vienna

On Humility for International Law
Andrew Bennett, Berlin

Comparing Apples to Etrogs? – Shifting perspectives in international law
Sylvia Wittmer, Berlin

The Legal Framework of the „Kindertransporte“
Tobias Schmidhammer, Vienna

Coffee
11.15 a.m. – 1.00 p.m.

Jewish Law Association Panel IV: Nuremberg Questions
Chair: Stephan Wendehorst, Gießen/Vienna

**Jews at Nuremberg**
Jonathan Bush, New York

**Hans Kelsen’s Universal Law at (the) Nuremberg (Trials)**
Reut Yael Paz, Berlin/Gießen

**The Nuremberg International Military Tribunal as an Event of Legal Theology**
Nechama Hadari, Hebden Bridge

**Didactic Lessons of the Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal: The Nuremberg Moot Court**
Marlene Wüst, Erlangen

**The Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal Revisited**
Peter Pulzer, Oxford

Lunch & Transfer

2.00 - 3.30 p.m. (C XI)
**DB Museum Nürnberg (German Railway Museum Nuremberg)**

4.00 - 6.00 p.m. (C XII)
**Dokumentationszentrum Reichsparteitagsgelände (Documentation Centre Nazi Party Rally Grounds)**
Friday, 3 August 2018

Fürth

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (Bavarian State Archive Nuremberg) (D X a)
**German Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
Daniel.Burger, Nicola.Humphreys, Herbert.Schott, Nuremberg

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (Bavarian State Archive Nuremberg) (D X b)
**German Palaeography, Advanced Level**
Daniel.Burger, Nicola.Humphreys, Herbert.Schott, Nuremberg

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (Jewish Museum of Franconia, Seminar Room) (D X c)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
Dieter Hecht, Vienna

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (Jewish Museum of Franconia, Library) (D X d)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Intermediary Level**
Mordechai Zucker, Jerusalem

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (Jewish Museum of Franconia, Interactive Kitchen) (D X e)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Advanced Level**
Edward Fram, Beer Sheva/Vienna

---

**Transfer to Hanau**

→ 10.11 p.m. Dep. Fürth Central Station – 1.01 p.m. Arr. Hanau (Snacks while changing trains in Würzburg)

1.30 – 3.00 p.m. (C XIII)
**Tour of the Historical Jewish Hanau (Cemetery, Ghetto Wall, Synagogue, Printing Press)**
Alice Noll, Hanau

**Oppenheim Memorial**

Isabel Gathof, Hanau

**Kulturforum Hanau**

3.30 – 5.00 p.m. (B VI)
**Welcome Address by the Lord Mayor of Hanau, Kaminsky, the City Officer for Cultural Affaires, Martin Hoppe, and the Chairman of History Society, Michael H. Sprenger**

**Film clip „Moritz Daniel Oppenheim – the first jewish painter“**
Isabel Gathof, Hanau

**17th Century Hebrew Prints from Hanau**
Monika Rademacher, Hanau and Angela Noe, Hanau

**Hanau Wilhelmsbad („Judenbau“)**
André Griemert, Hanau

6.30 – 7.30 p.m. (A XI bf)
**Hanau, Hesse and the Imperial Aulic Council - Examples from the Research Project „Jewish Cases of the Imperial Aulic Council“ III (working title)**
André Griemert, Ulrich Hausmann and Stephan Wendehorst, Gießen/Vienna

**Transfer to Fulda**

→ 4.48 p.m., 8.48 p.m. Dep. Hanau Central Station – 5.49 p.m., 9.49 p.m. Arr. Fulda
Saturday

8.15 – 10.00 p.m. (C XIV)

Tour of the Historical Jewish Fulda

Thomas Heiler, Fulda
Sunday, 5 August 2018

**Transfer to Erfurt**
→ 10.14 p.m. dep. Fulda – 1.15 p.m. arr. Nordhausen

10.15 – 11.30 a.m. (ICE 1597) (D XI a)
**German Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
*Ulrich Hausmann, Erlangen/Vienna*

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (ICE 1597) (D XI b)
**German Palaeography, Advanced Level**
*Stephan Wendehorst, Gießen/Vienna*

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (ICE 1597) (D XI c)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
*Rahel Blum, Frankfurt*

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (ICE 1597) (D XI d)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Intermediary Level**
*Mordechai Zucker, Jerusalem*

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (ICE 1597) (D XI e)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Advanced Level**
*Edward Fram, Beer Sheva/Vienna*

**Bus Transfer to Concentration Camp Memorial Site Mittelbau-Dora**

(C XV)
**Concentration Camp Memorial Site Mittelbau-Dora**

**Transfer to Wipperdorf**
→ 00.00 p.m.

**Pustleben**

00.00 - 00.00 p.m. (B VII)
**The Estate of Christian Wilhelm von Dohm in Pustleben**

**On Christian Wilhelm von Dohm**
*Peter Pulzer, Oxford*

**Transfer to Nordhausen**
→ 7.43 p.m. Dep. Wipperdorf – 7.57 p.m. Nordhausen

**Snacks**

**Transfer to Wolfenbüttel**
→ 8.39 p.m. Dep. Nordhausen – 11.07 p.m. Arr. Wolfenbüttel
Monday, 6 August 2018

Wolfenbüttel & Hamburg

9.00 – 10.30 a.m. (C XVI)
**Herzog August Bibliothek**
*Volker Bauer, Wolfenbüttel*

**Brief Tour of the Old Town of Wolfenbüttel**

**Transfer to Hamburg**

10.00 – 11.30 a.m. (D XII a) (ICE)
**German Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
*Ulrich Hausmann, Erlangen/Vienna*

10.00 – 11.30 a.m. (D XII b) (ICE)
**German Palaeography, Advanced Level**
*Stephan Wendehorst, Gießen/Vienna*

10.00 – 11.30 a.m. (D XII c) (ICE)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
*Dieter Hecht, Vienna*

10.00 – 11.30 a.m. (D XII d) (ICE)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Intermediary Level**
*Louise Hecht, Vienna*

10.00 – 11.30 a.m. (D XII e) (ICE)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Advanced Level**
*Edward Fram, Beer Sheva/Vienna*

2.00 - 3.30 p.m. (C XVII)
**Welcome Address by Dr. Miriam Rürup, Director of the Institute for the History of German Jews**
**Presentation of Selected Projects of the Institute**

**Coffee**

4.00 – 5.30 p.m. (Staatsarchiv Hamburg, Kattunbleiche 19, 22041 Hamburg) (A bg XII)
**Tour of the State Archive of Hamburg & Presentation of Hamburg Examples from the Research Project „Jewish Cases of the Imperial Aulic Council“ III**

6.00 – 7.00 (C XVIII)
**Die Große Freiheit in Hamburg-Altona**

**Transfer to Jever**
→ 19:25 p.m. Dep. Hamburg Altona – 22:34 p.m. Arr. Jever (Snacks on board the train)
Tuesday, 7 August 2018

Neustadtgödens, Esens & Dornum

Transfer to Neustadtgödens
→ 8:23 p.m. Dep. Jever – 08:40 p.m. Arr. Sande

9.00-11.00 a.m. (Landrichterhaus) (C XVII)
Calvinists, Catholics, Jews, Lutherans and Mennonites: Neustadtgödens as a Microcosm of Early Modern Religious Pluralism & Strife
Stephan Horschitz, Jever

Transfer to Esens
→ 11:16 p.m. Dep. Sande – 11:57 p.m. Arr. Esens

12.00-1.30 p.m. (August-Gottschalk-Haus, Burgstraße 8) (C XVIII)
August-Gottschalk-Haus, Synagogue & Museum Leben am Meer
Anke Kuczinski, Esens

Lunch - Cycling Tour to Dornum

3.00 – 5.00 p.m. (C XIX) (Kirchstraße 6, 26553 Dornum)
Dornum: Synagogue & Jewish Cemetery & Castle
Georg Murra-Regner, Dornum

Cycling Tour to Esens (short tour) or Jever (long tour)
Wednesday, 8 August 2018

Jever, Esens & Aurich

8.00 – 9.30 a.m. (Jever) (C XX)
Gröschler Haus - Zentrum für Jüdische Geschichte und Zeitgeschichte der Region Friesland / Wilhelmshaven
Volker Landig, Jever

Jever Castle
Stephan Horschitz, Jever, tbc

Transfer to Esens
→ 9.35 p.m. Dep. Jever – 9.57 p.m. Arr. Esens

10.00 – 11.30 a.m. (August-Gottschalk-Haus, Burgstraße 8) (D XIII a)
German Palaeography, Beginners’ Level

10.00 – 11.30 a.m. (August-Gottschalk-Haus, Burgstraße 8) (D XIII b)
German Palaeography, Advanced Level

10.00 – 11.30 a.m. (Museum "Leben am Meer", Bensersieler Str. 1) (D XIII c)
Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Beginners’ Level
Mordechai Zucker, Jerusalem

10.00 – 11.30 a.m. (Museum "Leben am Meer", Bensersieler Str. 1) (D XIII d)
Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Intermediary Level
Louise Hecht, Vienna

10.00 – 11.30 a.m. (Museum "Leben am Meer", Bensersieler Str. 1) (D XIII e)
Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Advanced Level
Edward Fram, Beer Sheva/Vienna

Lunch

Bus Transfer to Aurich

3.00 – 4.30 p.m. (Niedersächsisches Landesarchiv, Standort Aurich) (A bh XIII)
Tour of the Aurich Division of the State Archive of Lower Saxony & Examples from the Research Project „Jewish Cases of the Imperial Aulic Council“ IV
Kirsten Hoffmann, Aurich, Ulrich Hausmann, Erlangen/Vienna, Stephan Wendehorst, Gießen/Vienna

Coffee

5.00 – 6.00 p.m. (Ständesaal der Ostfriesischen Landschaft) (C XXI)
The Ostfriesische Landschaft (Estates of East Frisia)

6.15 – 8.00 p.m. (KulturForum) (B VII and B VIII)
Mennonitische Kommunikationsnetzwerke Mennonite (Communication Networks)
Astrid von Schlachta, Regensburg

Ostfriesland als Gegenstand und Subjekt des Völkerrechts in Jean Dumont’s Corps Universel Diplomatique du Droit des Gens (East Frisia as Object and Subject of the Law of Nations in Jean Dumont’s Corps Universel Diplomatique du Droit des Gens)
Stephan Wendehorst, Gießen/Vienna

Bus Transfer to Leer
Thursday, 9 August 2018

Leer, Emden & Norden

8.00 – 10.15 a.m. (B IX)

*Kein abgelegener Ort im ganzen Flecken vorhanden ist* - 340 Jahre jüdische Geschichte in Leer 340 Years of Jewish History in Leer
Menna Hensmann, Leer

Transfer to Emden
→ Leer 10.24 – Emden 10.40

11.00 – 12.30 a.m. (B X)

Johannes a Lasco Bibliothek – Grosse Kirche Emden
Klaas-Dieter Voß, Emden

Transfer to Norden
→ Emden 12.42 – Norden 1.03 p.m.

1.45 – 3.15 p.m. (B XI)

Recha Freier, die Gründerin der Kinder- und Jugendalijah
Dieter Hecht, Vienna

Coffee

Transfer to Emden
→ Norden 3.47 p.m. – Emden 4.16 p.m.

4.30 – 6.00 p.m. (B XII)

Tour of Jewish Emden, The Exodus Affair and the Foundation of the Jewish State: The Emden Camp of the so-called “Exodus-Juden”/Kibbutz „Ha Bokeja“ & Municipal Archive
Rolf Uphoff, Emden

Transfer to Leer
→ Emden 6.16 – Leer 6.33 p.m.
Friday, 10 August 2018

Leer

8.30 – 10.00 a.m. (C XXII)
**The Exhibition in the Ehemalige Jüdische Schule Leer (Former Jewish School)**
Susanne Bracht, Leer

**Das Archivpädagogische Modell zur Prävention rechtsextremistischer Tendenzen - Ein Projekt der Stadt Leer zur Begegnung neonazistischer Strömungen durch Aufklärung. Durchgeführt im Stadtarchiv Leer seit Nov. 2002**
Menna Hensmann, Leer

Coffee

10.30 – 12.00 a.m. (Town Hall, Municipal Archive) (D XIV a)
**German Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
Menna Hensmann, Leer

10.30 – 12.00 a.m. (Town Hall, Municipal Archive) (D XIV b)
**German Palaeography, Advanced Level**

10.30 – 12.00 a.m. (Former Jewish School) (D XIV c)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Beginners’ Level**
Mordechai Zucker, Jerusalem

10.30 – 12.00 a.m. (Youth Hostel Leer - Rabbi-Manfred-Gans – Former Lutheran Orphanage) (D XIV d)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Intermediary Level**
Louise Hecht, Vienna

10.30 – 12.00 a.m. (Former Jewish School) (D XIV e)
**Hebrew, German-Jewish and Yiddish Palaeography, Advanced Level**
Edward Fram, Beer Sheva/Vienna

12.00 – 12.30 a.m. (Former Jewish School) (A ac, bi, cc, dc XIV, B XIII, C XXIII, D XV a, b, c, d, e, E)
**Follow-Up**
Stephan Wendehorst, Gießen/Vienna

**Transfer to Vienna (direct)**
→ Leer 12.41 p.m. – Vienna 11.09 p.m.

**Transfer to Amsterdam**
→ Leer 12.53 p.m. – Amsterdam 5.01 p.m.

**Transfer to Bremerhaven**
→ Leer 12.41 p.m. – Bremerhaven 3.25 p.m.

**Deutsches Auswandererhaus Bremerhaven (optional for those returning to Vienna with the night train)** (B XIV)

**Transfer to Vienna (night train from Hannover)**
→ Bremerhaven 7.28 p.m. – Vienna 8.19 a.m.
Concept:

Dr. Stephan Wendehorst
Justus-Liebig-University of Gießen, Department of History
University of Vienna, Department of Legal and Constitutional History
stephan.wendehorst@univie.ac.at

Organisation & Contact:
kirstin.mayerhofer@univie.ac.at